MACHINE METHODS FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS. ALGEBRA, APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS, ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
PREFACE

The penetration of the computing machinery and information technologies into all spheres of human’s activity is a characteristic feature of the information society. A triad: computers, mathematical models and methods for solving equations describing mathematical models on computers is a tool for the cognition of the contemporary world as well as for the creation of the new machinery specimens that contributes to progress in science and technology.

In our opinion, it is the creation and theoretical investigation of both various-level models as to the fields of application and computer methods for solving equations describing mathematical models with approximately given initial data that represents the subject matter of the applied mathematics.

A distinctive characteristic of applied mathematics' problems is the fact that along with mathematical equations describing models, the initial data error should be considered and taken into account and, in the long run, the reliability of the obtained computer results should be guaranteed.

A problem of the reliability of computer solutions to scientific and engineering problems involves two natural aspects: the reliability of mathematical models describing a real-life problem and the reliability of computer solution to equations describing mathematical model of either object or phenomenon under investigation.

An objective of the monography is to describe both a research procedure and algorithms for solving mathematical problems with approximately given initial data on computers, as well as the reliability analysis of machine solutions to scientific and engineering problems that can be reduced to problems of computational mathematics.

The monography being proposed is the reflection of computational procedure created by the numerical software and problems solving department of V.M. Glushkov Institute of cybernetics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.

During a long period of time the author jointly with his colleagues from the department of the numerical software and solving problems were engaged in the solving of real-life problems in the interest of industry, as well as in the creation of the numerical software for various-architecture computers and had an opportunity to correlate numerical results with results of natural experiments carried out by industrial enterprises. The real-life problems have been solved on the following computers: ES EVM (a Soviet counterpart of IBM/360), ES 1766 MIMD-computer, transputer systems, Parsytect Explorer MIMD-computer. By means of the finite-element method [156] a number of real-life problems have been reduced to the solving of either linear algebraic systems with dense matrices whose order had attained ten thousand or linear algebraic systems with band matrices whose order had attained several tens of thousands, to the solving of
generalized or standard matrix problems with either band or dense matrices, as well as to the solving of non-linear systems with Jacoby matrices, both band and dense, whose order had attained ten thousand. Besides, initial-value problems for systems of ordinary differential equations, the number of equations being equal to five hundred, as well as systems of equations non-solvable with respect to the first derivative. Those problems arising in the solving of real-life problems reducible to problems of the computational mathematics were selected [108] and they were illustrated by simplest examples given in the monography. The surmounting of difficulties so as to the data of numerical experiments correlate with data of natural experiments resulted in the development of a methodology for solving real-life problems presented in the monography being proposed to the reader.

This methodology served as a basis for the creation of intelligent numerical software and, finally, for the development of the Inparcom MIMD-computers whose structure and architecture support an intelligent software.

Intelligent Inparcom MIMD-computers are the knowledge-oriented computers and intended for the investigating and solving of problems with approximately given initial data occurring in science and engineering.

Inparcom enables to formulate a problem in computer in terms of the subject area language and automatically investigate characteristics of machine model of the problem with approximately given initial data; according to the revealed characteristics and with taking into account mathematical and engineering characteristics of the computer to determine the number of processors required for the solving of problem and construct both an algorithm and computational scheme; to form a topology on the basis of the MIMD-computer’s microprocessors so as to solve the problem with minimal consumption of the machine time; according to this configuration to synthesize a parallel program; to solve the problem and estimate both the reliability of the obtained computer solution(i.e. estimate the proximity between machine and mathematical solutions) and inherited error in the mathematical solution of the problem: to visualize the obtained results in terms of the subject area language.

As a rule, each chapter of the monography contains the following: a statement of the problem; some relevant reference information from other branches of mathematics; basic concepts and ideas inherent in every class of problems; numerical solution methods; investigation methodology for the numerical methods which can be used for solving non-standard (non-classic) problems (its utilization is shown on the simplest problems); a description of difficulties and pitfalls arising in the implementation of algorithms on a computer; analysis procedure for the reliability of the solution being obtained; concluding remarks analyzing up-to-data state of arts and perspectives for solution methods in every class of problems.

I am indebted to T.V. Chistyakova, A.N. Khimich, A.V. Popov, Ye.F. Galba and M.F. Yakovlev for their numerous helpful suggestions. I also would like to
thank T.V. Chistyakova, Ye.G. Geez, T.A. Gerasimova and Yu.M. Orishchak for their assistance in preparation of the book. I am very grateful to everybody who assisted me in seeing the book through press.

The book is addressed to specialists engaged in posing and solving scientific and engineering problems with approximately given initial data on computers, to senior and post-graduate students mastering engineering, physics and mathematics.
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